Stellar Cyber
Customers
Share their Stories
How Stellar Cyber Open XDR
evolved their Security Operations
While the variety of cybersecurity solutions
available to combat threats has exploded over
the past decade, they all seem to have one
commonality – complexity. Stellar Cyber’s
goal is to deliver advanced security solutions
that enable security teams of any size to
experience enterprise-grade security
with simplicity.
The Stellar Cyber Open XDR platform delivers
the capabilities commonly found in NG-SIEM,
NDR, and SOAR products in a single platform
with a single license that empowers lean
security teams of any skill to combat advanced
cyberattacks consistently.
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Threat intelligence (TIP) and advanced
machine learning capabilities are shared across
all capabilities delivering a comprehensive
threat detection and automated response
platform that eliminates the blindspots left
behind by many other security products.
Above all, Stellar Cyber Open XDR uses Graph
Machine Learning to automatically stitch
related individual events from your existing
security tools into a correlated incident to
improve the detection efficacy and efficiency
of the security operations. Stellar Cyber
is helping organizations around the world
transform their security operations.
These are some of their stories.

Stellar Cyber Open XDR: Changing the Game
Stellar Cyber Open XDR can ingest data from
any IT, productivity, or security product and
immediately begin automatically identifying
threats. After threat identification, the platform
automatically generates the views your security
analysts need to complete a rapid investigation
and initiate automated response actions directly
from Stellar Cyber.
Stellar Cyber specializes in delivering security
operations platforms to teams like yours who
need to combine their human expertise with
intelligent automation that enables them to:
•

Ingest and analyze security telemetry and logs
in a single centralized location to give you the
full visibility across the entire attack surface

“We got a more holistic view of what was
happening in our global network because Stellar
Cyber group alerts into incidents that point to
what’s happening. If you’re familiar with SIEM,
you’ll have no issues with Stellar Cyber and learning
the platform. However, if you’re not running Stellar
Cyber Open XDR, EDR, and some SOC function,
you’re leaving yourself open to attack.”

•

Using AI and machine learning, triage existing
security alerts while identifying security
threats missed by your security stack

•

Quickly complete a comprehensive
investigation from a single view

•

Take decisive automated response actions
with built-in push button responses

•

Consolidate your security tech stack,
improving ROI

•

Simplify and automate data analysis and
incident correlation

•

Reduce operational burden with security
operations automation

“Stellar Cyber helped close our visibility gap as no
other solutions could. As a result, it has become
indispensable to our organization, allowing us to
act on potential threats immediately.”
A MA N DA S TO WE L L , Information Security
& Privacy Analyst A-Dec

JOHN MAYL E D, International IT & Security Director
PlastiPak Packaging, Inc.

Easy to Use Platform Helps You Combat Attacks Faster
If a security platform claims to offer advanced
capabilities but is hard to use, it will not help
you transform your security operations. Stellar
Cyber works hard to develop a robust platform

that remains easy to use and deploy. As a result,
we have continually improved our security
capabilities while maintaining best-in-class
implementation and ease of use.

“I’ve purchased dozens of security products
over my career; Stellar Cyber Open XDR stands
out as one of the easiest to use. Soon after
deploying, we saw threats our other security
controls had missed. My team was able to
investigate and remediate the threats fast, all
from Stellar Cyber.”

“Thanks to the Stellar Cyber platform’s
automation, the analysts are far more
productive and can quickly detect and
respond to threats.”

FI NA NC I A L S E R VI CE S S O C M AN AG E R

L A RGE CITY GOV E RN ME N T CA S E S TUDY

Lowering the Cost of Securing your Business
Stellar Cyber Open XDR drives increased
efficiency across your security operations
team. Stellar Cyber integrates all the data
sources needed to identify advanced threats
against your environment so you can affordably

and efficiently protect your environment.
Additionally, you can increase your security
investment ROI by consolidating disparate
technologies into a single platform.

“...we improved our SIEM and NDR tools and got a far better platform for less
than the cost of our old SIEM license alone with Stellar Cyber. Additionally, we
are impressed with the cost savings and productivity improvements we see from
Stellar Cyber.”
M A NU FAC TU RI N G CAS E ST U DY

Turn SIEM from an Obstacle to an Advantage
For many security teams, SIEMs require a
level of expertise and dedicated resources
that are hard to acquire. Stellar Cyber’s NextGen SIEM capabilities require minimal human
intervention, enabling fast querying and

compliance reporting. The Open XDR platform
turns security data into high-fidelity security
incidents. Combined with highly secure and
cost-effective cloud storage, you can query the
data lake without writing complex scripts.

“Our small team needed something to tell us when an incident required an
investigation. Stellar Cyber was an easy sell because we had all these disparate
logs. They loved seeing their inputs on a single console and having the platform
make correlations.”
A MA NDA S TO WE L L , Information Security & Privacy Analyst A-Dec

Stellar Cyber Investing in Your Success
The key to evolving your security operations is
to work with vendors invested in your success.
Stellar Cyber helps security teams like yours
succeed by delivering products, training, and
support tailored to meet your needs. Our whole

product offering allows you to transform how
your security teams work, knowing Stellar
Cyber is there to help you reach your goals.
We will partner with you from day one. When
you succeed, we succeed.

“With the Stellar Cyber platform, we could plug in our existing tools while
expanding our range of capabilities and giving analysts an easy-to-use
dashboard for managing security. It was a great solution for our needs.”
E D UC ATI ON CAS E ST U DY

“The Stellar Cyber partnership has been great,
helping my team get familiar with the product
and understand best practices from day one.
In addition, support is always there to answer
questions or help us clear up any issue. I hope to
continue our relationship with Stellar Cyber for
many years.”
HE A LTHC A RE S E CU RI T Y M AN AG E M E N T

“When we see actionable intel in Stellar Cyber,
we know it is real. We now know how risks
impact our organization, with Stellar Cyber
being our single source of truth. Stellar Cyber
is open to working with us on ensuring we have
what we need to keep our company secure; the
partnership has exceeded our expectations.”
RYA N LOY , Corporate CIO EBSCO

UNIFY YOUR SECURITY OPERATIONS WITH
STELLAR CYBER OPEN XDR
Simplify your security operations by eliminating siloed
security tools and manual correlation in favor of the unified
Stellar Cyber Open XDR Platform. With Stellar Cyber, you can replace swivel chair integration, detection,
and response with a single pane of glass, delivering complete visibility and attack surface protection.
A security team’s size, skills, or experience shouldn’t mean an organization must accept inadequate
security. With Stellar Cyber, everyone can keep their environment secure.
Learn how Stellar Cyber can help you evolve your security operations. Visit https://stellarcyber.ai/
request-a-demo/ to set up a private demonstration of the platform today!
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